[Application of computed tomography to cardiovascular system: present status and perspective].
In spite of major limitation in the application of computerized transmission tomography to the cardiovascular system, it has several unique advantages. The aim of this lecture is to give the recent advance and perspective of cardiac CT examination. The advantages include excellent spatial and contrast resolution and obtaining three dimensional images of the heart and the great vessels. Although CT scanning of the heart without contrast medium provides vague differentiation of the cardiac structures, with contrast medium injection it gives more precise information. Rapid sequential scanning with table movement may be useful to give tomographic images covering the whole heart. Since temporal resolution is improved with rapid sequential scanning at the fixed position, functional analysis of the cardiovascular system in a slice, for example patency of the aorto-coronary bypass graft, can be easily examined with excellent accuracy. ECG-gated scanning provides anatomical information with good temporal resolution, as well as functional values, such as left ventricular mass, left ventricular volume, left ventricular ejection fraction and cardiac output. These values obtained from cardiac CT showed a good correlation with the values from cine left ventriculography and a dye-dilution study. Thrombi or tumors in the cardiovascular lumen could be detected with CT examination. Attenuation of left ventricular wall motion, thinning of the ventricular wall and reduced regional myocardial thickness seemed to be major landmarks for computed tomographic diagnosis in ischemic heart disease. Cardiac CT examination may give the comparable information with echocardiography in this field. In the future, ultra-fast CT scanners will be developed to give the multiple section capacity for three dimensional imaging and to improve temporal resolution for cardiac functional analysis.